
1 Endogenous institutions - what

(super)majority?

How do decision-making rules come about?

Most models with voting assume simple majority rule

But would voters using simple majority rule to choose
among voting rules select simple majority?

Simple majority very often, but not always, used in real
life

What are the consequences of using supermajorities, and
why would anyone ever want to use them?



Today:

� Supermajorities and status quo bias

� Three rationales for supermajorities

Limiting agenda setting power of majority party

Intergenerational con�ict

Balancing commitment and �exibility

� Dangers



Suppose a unidimensional policy space X = [0; 1]

A mass 1 of voters is uniformly distributed on X; and
have single-peaked preferences

Voter at 12 is median

Under voting rule M = 1
2, median is decisive

But consider what happens under a majority rule of, say,
3
4
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� Supermajorities allow entire areas of the policy space,
provided they�ve become the status quo, to remain
so

� One way in which they could have become the status
quo: previous shocks shifted the median to lie in that
area

� When times go back to normal, policy doesn�t



� Why would a median ever support imposing a super-
majority?

� In general: when she wants to delegate decision-
making to someone else

� Let�s endogenize institutions (captured in voting rules)
and ask: if voting rules were decided by voters, when
would they pick a supermajority?
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1.1 Knight (2000)

Median legislator, a member of a pro-tax majority party,
may want to limit his own party median�s power when
setting the agenda. In order to force median outcomes,
median legislator teams up with minority party and intro-
duces a supermajority requirement.

Assumption: status quo tax rate is lower than median
legislator�s preferred tax rate



QUESTION: Do supermajority requirements have e¤ect
of lowering tax rates across states?

If supermajorities adopted where majority median is pro-
tax, then states where supermajorities are adopted may
confound two e¤ects: higher taxes from pro-tax majority
median, and lower tax from supermajority being imposed.

This could lead to mistaken conclusion that supermajori-
ties have no e¤ect

Both �xed e¤ects and instrumental variables regressions
(instruments?) show supermajority requirements signi�-
cantly reduce tax rates



1.2 Messner and Polborn (2004)

Context: intergenerational con�ict

Voters born in continuous time, live for length 1

Deaths exactly compensate for births so mass of voters
constant at 1

Some chance that a reform opportunity may appear at
each point in time (e.g., chance to open up trade)

Reforms cost c and yield ex ante uncertain value v 2
[0;1) per unit of time

Once reform opportunity arises, value v becomes known

So voter of age t gains v (1� t)�c from enacting reform
with value v

I.e., guys age 0 get full value of reform, guys age 1 get
nothing



t (age)1

c

V=1

V>1

V<1

1/2

Types that would support
a reform of value 1

Types that would reject
a reform of value 1

Every type t is willing to accept projects if they have high
enough value, and reject them if they have low enough
value

Each type has a cuto¤ r (t) separating the two sets

Clearly, r (t)must be increasing (older guys require projects
to pay more)



Median type tm = 1
2 would reject every project paying v

such that

v

�
1� 1

2

�
� c < 0

v < 2c;

he would accept every project paying v > 2c; and would
be indi¤erent with v = 2c:



So

r

�
1

2

�
= 2c:

More generally, a type t would be indi¤erent for a project
paying,

v (1� t)� c = 0

v =
c

1� t
� r (t) ;

which con�rms r (t) is increasing.

Because r (t) is increasing, whenever tm wants to ac-
cept a project, so would all younger types. Whenever she
wants to reject, so would all older ones. Thus, tm is de-
cisive at voting over projects and under simple majority
all projects with v > 2c would be approved.

Result: the median is happy with a simple majority to
decide over current projects



1.2.1 Choosing how to choose

Suppose voters have to decide which voting rule to use
to pass projects going forward

Would median want to sanction simple majority?

No. He would be decisive for the next second, and then he
would become older, and younger people would become
decisive, approving projects that might be too low-value
in current median�s future eyes

Current median would want the majority rule to change
continuously over time so that he remains decisive until
he dies

But choice of majority rule will stick. So which majority
will emerge in a �constitutional moment?�



In each period dt there is probability �dt that a reform
opportunity materializes

De�ne W (r; t) as expected utility gain from projects for
a person of age t if value cuto¤ for projects is r in the next
�t of time if projects drawn from a distribution F (r):

W (r; t) = W (t+�t) + (1)

+��t [1� F (r)] [(1� t)E (vjv � r)� c] ;

i.e., a recursive de�nition: utility now is utility from a mo-
ment from now plus possible utility gains in in�nitesimal
period inbetween

��t :probability that reform opportunity materializes dur-
ing �t

[1� F (r)] : probability that value is above cuto¤

[(1� t)E (vjv � r)� c] : expected utility from a re-
form with value above cuto¤



Expression (1) can be rewritten as,

W (r; t)�W (t+�t)

�t
= � [1� F (r)]

"
(1� t)E (vjv � r)

�c

#
;

and taking limit as �t! 0 we get,

dW (r; t)

dt
= � [1� F (r)] [(1� t)E (vjv � r)� c] :

Integrating across all future moments starting in t,

W (r; t) = � [1� F (r)]
1Z
t

[(1� s)E (vjv � r)� c] ds+k

where k is a constant of integration.



Note

W (r; 1) = 0 = k;

so

k = 0;

and

W (r; t) = � [1� F (r)]
1Z
t

[(1� s)E (vjv � r)� c] ds

is objective function of a type t.

Type t can choose a majority rule to govern all future
choices, or similarly, a cuto¤ rc (c for �constitutional�) to
govern all future choices. To �nd the optimal cuto¤ rc(t)
we maximize W (r; t) wrt r.



First note

E (vjv � r) =
Z 1
r

vf (v) dv

1� F (r)
;

so we can rewrite W (r; t) as,

W (r; t) = �

1Z
t

(1� s)
�Z 1
r
vf (v) dv

�
ds

�� [1� F (r)]
1Z
t

cds;

the FOC is,

dW

dr
= ��

1Z
t

(1� s) rf (r) ds+ �f (r) c (1� t) = 0

�r
1Z
t

(1� s) ds+ c (1� t) = 0;

so we can solve for rc (t) :



rc (t) =
c

1
1�t

1Z
t

(1� s) ds

;

where 1
1�t

1Z
t

(1� s) ds � Z (t), is average (1� s) or

average �value discount� for a person of age t.

Note rc (t) independent of � and of f (r)



Lemma: Z (t) < (1� t) ; and Z0 (t) < 0

Proof: 1st part of lemma is 1
1�t

1Z
t

(1� s) ds < 1� t,

1Z
t

(1� s) ds < (1� t)2 ; which clearly holds given 1�s

decreases

(RHS is area of square with base=height= 1� t. LHS is
half as big: area under a line starting at 1� t but going
down for all s > t)

Proposition: Since Z (t) is decreasing, rc (t) is increas-
ing: older people will want to stipulate a constitutional
project cuto¤ that is higher.



For the median, the optimal value cuto¤ is,

rc

�
1

2

�
=

c

2

1Z
1
2

(1� s) ds

=
c

� (1� s)2
k1
1
2

= 4c:

So while tm = 1
2 preferred a cuto¤ r (tm) = 2c for a cur-

rent project, tm prefers a constitutional cuto¤ rc (tm) =
4c to decide on all future projects

Intuition?



What majority rule does a value cuto¤ rc (tm) = 4c

correspond to?

Note that for all projects with value v > 4c to be ap-
proved, the decisive person (call her a type ts) must be
one that will pass all of them, and reject all with lower
value. Hence, the decisive person must be indi¤erent
between passing a project with value v = 4c or not.

Thus,

(1� ts) rc
�
1

2

�
� c = 0

(1� ts) 4c� c = 0

(1� ts) =
1

4

ts =
3

4
>
1

2
= tm;

the person that tm wants to make decisive is a type
ts =

3
4; i.e., the voting rule favored by the median is

a supermajority.



QUESTION: Who should be made decisive if we focus
on the welfare of all future generations? (we can call this
�Permanent Utilitarianism�)

Without discounting, the people currently alive have mea-
sure zero. Future generations have age zero, so we should
think what majority rule would a person of age zero
choose.

Clearly, a person of age zero expects an average age of 12,
so the person of age zero would want to make the median
the decisive person, choosing tc = 1

2.

Which reinforces the point, illustrated by studying the
problem of the median, that any person with positive
age will choose to make decisive someone older than the
median through a supermajority



QUESTION: Who should be made decisive if we focus
on the welfare of all people alive (in classic Utilitarian
fashion)?

We maximize expected utility of type t integrating over
all ages in [0; 1] ;Z 1
0
W (t; r) dt =

= �
Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s)
�Z 1
r
vf (v) dv

�
dsdt

�� [1� F (r)]
Z 1
0

1Z
t

cdsdt:

The FOC (wrt r) is,

��
Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s) rf (r) dsdt+ �cf (r)
Z 1
0

1Z
t

dsdt = 0;



which we can write as,

�r
Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s) dsdt+ c
Z 1
0
(1� t) dt = 0;

r
Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s) dsdt = �c (1� t)
2

2

%1
0

r
Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s) dsdt =
c

2
;

where Z 1
0

1Z
t

(1� s) dsdt

is an integral de�ned in range ft � s � 1; 0 � t � 1g :

We can change the order of integration, and de�ne range
as f0 � s � 1; 0 � t � sg.



We can then write

r
Z 1
0

sZ
0

(1� s) dtds =
c

2

r
Z 1
0
(1� s) (t)s0 ds = r

Z 1
0
(1� s) sds = c

2
;

so Utilitarian value threshold is,

rU =
c

2
R 1
0

�
s� s2

�
ds
=

c

2
�
s2
2 �

s3
3

�1
0

rU =
c

2
�
1
6

� = 3c;
which is larger than the value threshold 2c the median
would choose to pick on a current project but smaller than
the threshold 4c the median would choose as a permanent
threshold.

Intuition?



Partial recap:

In Messner and Polborn�s setup supermajorities are a way
to transfer power to one�s average future self

Important when there is systematic intergenerational con-
�ict (Examples?)

What if some projects have bene�ts soon and costs in the
future?



1.3 Dal Bó (2006)

Context:

Voting over policy under dynamic inconsistency

Examples: capital taxation, monetary policy, or any other
policy domain where authority has a commitment prob-
lem and will gain from betraying expectations

BUT: recall distinction between institution and policy

If we can write a binding constitution stipulating a ma-
jority rule to be used when deciding on policies, why not
just write the policy into the constitution?



We cannot write policy in the constitution because of un-
certainty - we need to preserve �exibility to adapt policy
to a changing world

Institutions, as set in constitution, don�t change (or change
very little), while policies do

But keeping �exibility kills commitment

So deep tradeo¤ is between commitment and �exibility



Take case of monetary policy -typical way of balancing
commitment and �exibility is to appoint a conservative
central banker

But monetary authority does many things, not all subject
to dynamic inconsistency. A conservative would distort
those, too

Can try to �x the problem by (i) using a committee that
selects policy after observing a shock, and (ii) selecting
di¤erent voting rules for di¤erent problems

When problems are �normal�can use normal voting rules,
when dynamic inconsistency is an issue supermajorities
may be helpful

Can we use a supermajority to empower the optimal con-
servative?



Policy-maker has �conservativeness� type w 2 [0;1) �
how much he cares about in�ation relative to unemployment�
drawn from a distribution F (w)

Objective function is,

L(w) = w�2 + (y � k�y)2; k > 1; (2)

where

� is the in�ation rate, and �y is the natural activity level
in the economy.

k > 1 implies that the target activity level is higher than
the natural level



The Phillips curve linking in�ation to activity level is,

y = �y + �(� � �� + u); � > 0; (3)

where

�� is in�ation expected by the public

u is a white noise exogenous supply shock (unknown to
agents when forming expectations)

u has variance �2 and Eu = 0

Measure of economic performance is given by the expec-
tation of (2) across realizations of u, where y is given by
(3)



Suppose a person of type w is in charge.

Given �� and u, she chooses � to minimize (2) (not its
expectation, as u is already known) subject to (3). I.e.,
min

w�2 + (�y (1� k) + �(� � �� + u))2;

Foc is,

2w� + 2(�y (1� k) + �(� � �� + u))� = 0

w� + ��y (1� k) + �2(� � ��) + �2u = 0;

so chosen in�ation is,

�(u;w; ��) =
�

w + �2
[(k � 1)�y + �(�� � u)]: (4)



Where�s dynamic inconsistency?

Suppose �� = 0; u = 0. Then from (4) the policy-maker
will create � > 0 to reduce unemployment (� will be set
at �
w+�2

(k � 1)�y).

In a rational expectations equilibrium, however, �� equals
the mathematical expectation of in�ation:

�� = E�(u;w; ��) =
�

w + �2
[(k � 1)�y + ���]

��(w) =
�

w
(k � 1)�y: (5)

Given this expectation from agents, the actual ex post



in�ation under a type w policy-maker will be,

�(u;w) =
�

w
(k � 1)�y � �2

w + �2
u: (6)

The policy-maker will respond to shocks by in�ating more
when a deeper recession strikes

A more conservative policy-maker will respond relatively
less to the shock u (the absolute value of the slope

� �2

w+�2
is decreasing in w)

In the limit, an in�nitely conservative person does not
react to shocks at all.

The tradeo¤: higher w types have less sensitive stabiliza-
tion response, but average in�ation in a rational expecta-
tions equilibrium is lower. This is given by �w(k�1)�y, and
we can see that an in�nitely conservative person always
yields zero in�ation.



u
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Figure 1: Preferred in�ation levels for di¤erent types

Any w > 0 obtains an average in�ation that is positive
and hence too high by her own standards

A consequence of keeping �exibility to respond to shocks
when it is not possible to commit to a shock-contingent
policy rule

Given u; ��; F (w) induces a distribution G(� j ��; u) in
the space of most preferred in�ation levels. (The fraction
of people that, given u; ��, prefer in�ation to be closer
to zero than �.)



The distribution of preferred in�ation levels satis�esG[�(u;w; ��) j
��; u] = 1� F (w).

More conservative people always prefer lower deviations
from zero in�ation in either direction

For any u; �� there is a one to one link between types w
and preferred in�ation levels

Voting on monetary policy

Proposition: Suppose a committee characterized by a
type distribution F (w) chooses � via simple majority
voting. Then

a) Given u; ��; selected in�ation is that preferred by the
median type � (u;wm; ��)

b) Expected in�ation in equilibrium equals average equi-
librium in�ation �

wm
(k � 1)�y > 0



Delegation

A type w0 would like to delegate policy to a more conser-
vative person, although not to an in�nitely conservative
one. Note that the expected value of the loss function of
a type w0 when a type w is in charge of setting policy is,

EL[w;w0] = w0E�(u;w)2 + Ef(1� k)�y
+�[�(u;w)� ��(w) + u]g2:

Using (6) and (5), one gets,

EL[w;w0] = [(1� k)�y]2+ w0
"
�(k � 1)�y

w

#2

+(�2w0 + w2)

 
�

w + �2

!2
�2:

This expression has a unique (�nite) minimum wd >

w0 (d for �delegate�) � Rogo¤�s (1985) result on the
optimally conservative central banker.



Important: How conservative the optimal central banker
is depends on how conservative the type w0 is himself.
Because the cross partial dEuL[w;w

0]
dwdw0 is negative (and the

loss function is to be minimized) we know the function
wd(w0) has a positive slope. This means that the more
conservative a type w0 is, the more conservative his ideal
central banker wd(w0) will be.



Now consider the following protocol:

Step 1 : Previous to realization of u zero in�ation is an-
nounced as the status quo policy, together with a super-
majority requirement sm � F [wdm] > 1

2.

Step 2 : The committee takes a simple majority vote on
the agenda. Three possibilities are feasible: sticking with
the status quo, treating de�ation variations from the sta-
tus quo, or treating in�ation variations.

Step 3 : A supermajority vote is taken between the zero
status quo in�ation or an increase (or decrease, depending
on the decision in step 2) of x percentage points. If a su-
permajority approves the change, the new level becomes
the status quo. Process iterates until a supermajority fails
to support a new change.



Proposition: Under the protocol above, the monetary
policy committee behaves as if the median type�s opti-
mally conservative central banker wdm were setting pol-
icy.

Proof: Step 2. For any u < ��(wdm) +
(k�1)�y
� , the

median and all less conservative types will vote for the
agenda to focus on in�ation, and they will support de�a-
tion otherwise (even when very conservative types may
prefer to stick with status quo foreseeing high in�ation
changes). The agenda emerging in Step 2 can only be
the correct one.



Step 3. Suppose�wnlog�that the shock is recessive. Given
(u; ��(wdm)), the distribution of preferred in�ation levels
is as in Figure 2 below.

π(u,wm)
π0

x π(u, )wd
mπ(u, )wd
mwd
m

Shaded area = 1 G[π( )] = F( ) = smwd
mwd

mShaded area = 1 G[π( )] = F( ) = smwd
mwd
mwd

mwd
m

Case: u<π*( )+( k1)y/β¯wd
mCase: u<π*( )+( k1)y/β¯wd
mwd
mg(π|π*( ),u)wd

mg(π|π*( ),u)wd
mwd
m

Figure 2: A distribution of preferred in�ation levels

Voting begins and a �rst positive (small, i.e., x < �[u;wdm])
change of x% is proposed. All individuals with pre-
ferred in�ation levels > x prefer x to zero. So fraction
larger than wdm and all smaller type individuals approve.
Process iterates until

X
x = �[u;wdm; �

�(wdm)], after
which new proposals do not satisfy sm.



Constitutional stage

Proposition: Pairwise simple majority voting over all
possible majority rules s 2 [0; 1] will select the major-
ity rule sm preferred by the median person.

Proof: Recall preferences over ideal central bankers are
single-peaked. This implies that the supermajority sm
beats any higher and any lower majority rules:

All s > sm delegates to people more conservative than
wdm. So all types w

0 � wm will prefer the supermajority
rule sm to any higher one. Showing that sm will beat
any s < sm is slightly more involved under sophisticated
voting...



(i) Suppose �rst that the median is happier, ex post, if
type w = 0 sets policy rather than a type w = 1
(or one arbitrarily close). In this case, any majority rule
s 2 [0; sm) delegates to an individual with type w(s) =
F�1(s) < wdm (median will not want to stick with status
quo in Step 2). This type w(s) would implement in�ation
deviations that are farther from zero than the median�s
optimal central banker. Thus, the single-peakedness of
preferences in thew space means that all typesw0 � wm,
preferring central bankers of type equal or higher than
wdm, will prefer the supermajority rule sm to any lower
rules.

(ii) If the median prefers, ex post, to have policy set by
type w = 1 rather than by type 0, there exists some
majority s

¯
2[0,12) delegating to a type so biased toward

in�ation that the median type (and all more conservative
types) would prefer to stick with the status quo in Step
2 of the voting protocol. In such case, all rules s �s

¯would be equivalent to the unanimity rule, in that the
status quo would prevail. Then the median and all less
conservative types will support sm over any rule in [0,s

¯
).



So, endogenous committee organization would yield a
majority rule that optimally balances commitment and
�exibility.

Comparative statics

Proposition: The optimal supermajority sm is,

a) Smaller when the volatility of the environment is larger
(i.e. when �; the dispersion of the shock, is larger); and

b) Larger when the in�ationary bias k is larger . We need
to establish that sm is decreasing in � and increasing in
k.

c) Smaller when preferences in society are more hetero-
geneous (as measured by a median preserving spread of
the distribution F( �)).

Proof: left as exercise



Important points:

� No volatility!can delegate to the in�nitely conser-
vative by passing unanimity. As volatility goes to
in�nity, keep simple majority

� If in�ationary bias k ! 0, keep simple majority

� If society polarizes!reduce supermajority



Committees with supermajorities can be used as ��exi-
ble�delegation devices

But some problems with supermajorities...

If new constitutional moments will arise, cannot allow to
change supermajority by lower majority rule

But suppose society polarizes and optimal supermajority
goes down

Median would want another constitutional vote under
simple majority to change, but if constitutional change
requires supermajority, too, institution gets stuck at in-
convenient level


